




 

RETURN OF THE CREATIVE 
 

ake a look at any Victorian women’s magazine, and there’s no mistaking the hunger Victorian women had 
for arts and crafts.  Magazines had to scramble to keep up with the demand for new ideas, patterns, techniques.  
Nor were they limited to such “traditional” crafts as needlework, knitting or crochet.  As you’ve seen here, 

magazines offered the women a host of other options, including wood-carving, metal-work, even blacksmithing.   
 These arts and crafts articles weren’t aimed at wealthy women with loads of time on their hands.  They were 
aimed at the middle-class, the average, everyday Victorian who might spend her day working in a shop or as a typist 
(or even as a journalist) and come home to a nice craft project in the evening. 
 When I was growing up, which, I hasten to say, was quite a bit after the Victorian period, things weren’t much 
different. Women’s magazines were still packed with craft projects, along with recipes and a host of other “womanly” 
topics.  Oddly enough, much like Victorian magazines, they were also packed with lengthy, informative articles, 
covering anything from history to current events.   
 Flash forward to the present, and—where has it all gone?  Today, I’m not sure where you’d even find a “woman’s” 
magazine that gives any space at all to arts and crafts.  The long, informative, general-interest articles have also 
vanished, in favor of snippets and “blipverts” (extra points to anyone who remembers where that term came from) 
on the latest make-up, weight-loss and fashion tips from celebrities. 
 Now, I can certainly recall (again, reminding my readers that this was well past the Victorian era!) when liberated 
women berated magazines for presenting such traditional fare for females.  The idea that women wanted to stay at 
home to cook, knit, embroider, or engage in craft projects with their children was pure stereotype.  Away with it! 
 Today, however, it seems that magazines have come to assume that women (and pretty much everyone else, 
whatever gender pronoun they prefer) have the attention span of the slower-witted species of gnats.  If it isn’t a tweet, 
our poor little brains just can’t comprehend it.  Today’s readers, we’re led to believe, simply want to be diverted and 
entertained with colorful pictures and as few words as possible.   
 I, for one, do not believe that we’ve all truly changed that much.  If we had, stores like Michael’s and Hobby 
Lobby would have gone out of business years ago.  YouTube is packed with how-to videos and tutorials on just about 
every type of art or craft one can imagine, and quite a few one probably can’t.   
 Recent events have seen hundreds of thousands of people rekindle their desire for creative projects—perhaps 
because, when faced with endless hours stuck in one’s own four walls, there’s only so much diversion one can get 
from reading tweets or scrolling through Facebook.  People have gone back to wanting something meaningful to 
do—and few things are as meaningful as creating something wonderful.  In the blink of an eye, a generation has gone 
from being viewers to doers. 
 I hope the magazine industry catches on again.  But while we wait for them to stop telling us who uses what shade 
of lip gloss and start showing us how to be more creative and accomplished, I hope that you’ll find inspiration in 
these pages to keep your creative juices flowing!   
 

—Moira Allen 
 editors@victorianvoices.net 
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